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This study examines shell nouns and their functions in academic writing, i.e. the 
textual function of linking and pragmatic function of topicalizing and focusing. The 
notion “shell noun” is proposed by the German grammarian Hans-Jorg Schmid, who 
notes that this type of abstract nouns function like a shell accompanied by its shell 
content. Their anaphoric function of packing retrievable information in context and 
cataphoric function of capturing the idea by creating conceptual shells for complex 
pieces of information expressed by phrases or clauses allows their high frequency in 
discourse, especially academic writings. Shell nouns are surprisingly versatile and 
powerful linguistic conceptual tools in helping creating cohesive context. 
Based on the COBUILD corpus and functional cognitive theories, this paper 
investigate on shell nouns and their behavior in academic texts, including anaphoric 
and cataphoric functions as cohesive device with a keen investigate on the stance 
constructing ability of shell nouns, which are preceded by sentence initial deictic this 
and which serve to encapsulate earlier propositions. Through such encapsulation, shell 
nouns organize the text and indicate to the reader how the information is to be 
understood. In so doing they enable the writer to take a stance as a competent member 
of the discipline. 
These uses of shell nouns are important for academic writers in that it helps 
achieve cohesive discourse and constitutes a valuable resource for the construction of 
convincing arguments and the expression of appropriate stance. The study attempts to 
explain the fundamental reason for their appearance in those texts and enlighten 
novice academic writers to achieve cohesive and effective academic writing. 
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Chapter One  Introduction 
1.1 Definition of Shell Nouns 
The notion “shell nouns” is proposed by Schmid (1999:111), who is a German 
grammarian. He defined it as “An open-ended functionally-defined class of abstract 
nouns that have the potential for being used as conceptual shells for complex, 
proposition-like pieces of information.”  
Shell nouns are nouns in search of a context, which are to cover those abstract 
nouns that can perform the task of packaging large chunks of information.  These 
nouns act like “shells” because when they are used in this function, they can enclose 
or anticipate the meaning of the preceding or succeeding discourse. Among the most 
typical and frequent examples are such nouns as case, chance, fact, idea, news, point, 
problem, position, reason, report, situation, thing and so on. Huston and Francis 
(1999:185) also adopt the same concept and analyze the uses of the special type of 
unspecific nouns. They put forward that“shell nouns” are nouns which can be 
identified on the basis of their behavior and accompanied by some kinds of expansion 
in the surrounding text. 
1.2 Research Questions 
Shell nouns are worthy of deep investigations for a number of reasons. Many 
shell nouns belong to the most frequently used nouns in English. According to the data 
collected in a 225-millon-word corpus of British English, the singular forms of the 
lexemes case, fact, idea, news, point, problem, report and thing are among the most 
frequently used nouns in English, with frequencies raging from 356 occurrences per 
one million words for thing to 207 for idea (Schmid, 1999:111). The reason why shell 
nouns are chosen to be the focus of our research is due to their high frequency and 
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and powerful linguistic conceptual tools. 
This paper will take a close examination on “shell nouns” within the class of 
abstract nouns and their linguistic context. It will illustrate the relationship between 
shell nouns and their contents, as they are highly context-dependent. Without the 
content, they will become superficial, just like empty containers. The paper will also 
elaborate on the pragmatic functions and cognitive effects of shell nouns and their uses 
in academic writings. A great number of authentic corpus texts or data are employed as 
useful evidence to support the whole idea in this paper， accompanied by the 
theoretical framework of Schmid’s analysis on shell noun, mental space theory, 
experience identity theory, contextual availability theory, context constraints theory 
and dual-coding theory. It aims to help novice writers be aware of shell nouns’ 
functions and behaviors so as to facilitate their writing. 
    This research concerns the following questions: 
1. What is shell noun and what are their behaviors? 
2. How are abstract nouns, in this topic namely shell nouns, functioning as an 
effective device in academic text?  
1.3 The Organization of this Paper 
This paper consists of six chapters: introduction, understanding shell nouns, 
literature review, theoretical foundations, application research and conclusion.  
Chapter one is an introduction which gives a brief definition for shell noun and 
discusses about the research questions as well as the organization of this paper. 
Chapter two covers an overall understanding of shell noun, i.e. its formation, 
countability, abstractness and features. Chapter three devotes to a literature review of 
the previous with lexical, syntactic, semantic and functional-cognitive perspectives. 
Chapter four outlines the theoretical frame work, including context related and 
information processing aspects. Chapter five focuses on the core of this paper, i.e. the 
application research. This part elaborates on academic text features and the functional 
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summarizes the current study, points out its contributions and limitations, and offers 
suggestions for the future researches on shell nouns.  
Writing guides frequently claim that shell nouns often lead to vague or “empty” 
writing and warn the students not to use them. Actually, the lack of shell-noun uses 
reveals that the language users are not skillful enough to package their complex ideas 
when arguing for purposes. There is no comprehensive enough description of the form 
and function of shell nouns in English on which to base learning, though shell nouns 
serve as a vital means in academic writing. This paper thus aims to help language 
users better understand texts and more efficiently package thoughts and ideas to 
achieve effective academic texts when arguing for their purposes. Thus, the current 
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Chapter Two  Understanding Shell Nouns 
Nouns are of great importance in our daily life. They are particularly important in 
constructing meanings and our mental structures. They constitute a major word class 
in English. Ci Hai (1999 version) defines nouns as “the word class that denotes people 
or things”; “A word that refers to a person, place, thing, event, substance or quality,” 
by Cambridge Dictionary Online; “A word that can be used to refer to a person, 
animal, place, thing, phenomenon, substance, quality, or idea; one of the basic parts of 
speech in many languages, including English,” by Wiktionary; and“any member of a 
class of words that typically can be combined with determiners to serve as the subject 
of a verb, can be interpreted as singular or plural, can be replaced with a pronoun, and 
refer to an entity, quality, state, action, or concept，”by Merriam-Webster.  
Nouns are usually the first class words which small children acquire. An incident 
mentioned by Halliday (1985:95) is that the child, Nigel, has told his mother a long 
story about a double-decker bus. Nigel’s mother says： “Those are very interesting 
observations”, to which Nigel replies: “What do you mean by observations? There are 
no double-decker observation coaches.” The child does not quite understand the 
abstract noun observation in this context, because the language removes from the 
concrete world of experience and poses problems for young children. Obviously, they 
have difficulty in identifying the abstract nouns in communication. With the 
development of man’s cognition and his language system, noun has extended to 
denote abstract notions, which is especially the case with language where powerful 
morphological devices are available for generating words.  
There are many different types of nouns. Indeed, grammarians have developed a 
whole series of noun types, including the proper noun, the common noun, the concrete 
noun, the abstract noun, the countable noun (also called the count noun), the 
non-countable noun (also called the mass noun), and the collective noun. It should be 
noted that a noun will belong to more than one type: it will be proper or common, 
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classification is showed as follows: 
Table 2.1  Classifications of noun 
Noun types Attributes Examples: 
Proper nouns The noun represents the name of a 
specific person, place, or thing. A 
proper noun is the opposite of a 
common noun. 
Monday; Korean: Buddhist; 
Halifax; Jamaica; Baptist; 
Sun; Earth; China; etc.  
Common 
nouns 
A noun referring to a person, place, 
or thing in a general sense.  A 
common noun is the opposite of a 
proper noun. 
sign; town; gardens; summer; 




A noun which names anything (or 
anyone) that can be perceived 
through physical senses: touch, 
sight, taste, hearing, or smell. A 
concrete noun is the opposite of a 
abstract noun. 
judge; files; clerk; dog; beach; 
waves; agent; park; book; 
house; board; couple; cover; 
minuet; car; etc. 
Abstract 
nouns 
A noun which names anything 
which cannot be perceived through 
your five physical senses, and is the 
opposite of a concrete noun. 
childhood; afterthought; 
justice; idea; thought; system; 
fact; happiness; dream; love; 
peace; warmth; information; 
safety; courage; conduct; 
hospitality; knowledge; etc. 
Countable 
nouns 
A noun with both a singular and a 
plural form, and it names anything 
(or anyone) that can be count. A 
countable noun plural can be made 
and attached to a plural verb in a 
Table; chair; library; 
weekend; book; dollar; sock; 
toe; hurricane; course; tree; 
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sentence. Countable nouns are the 
opposite of non-countable nouns 
and collective nouns. 
Non-countable 
nouns 
A noun which does not have a 
plural form, and which refers to 
something that usually cannot be 
counted. A non-countable noun 
always takes a singular verb in a 
sentence. Non-countable nouns are 
similar to collective nouns, and are 
the opposite of countable nouns. 
Oxygen; furniture; gravel; 
water; pork; milk; metal; 
glass; wine; cake; sugar; rice; 
cheese; flour; aluminum; 
leather; ice; cloth; wood; dust; 
porcelain; air; hair; etc. 
Collectives 
nouns 
A noun naming a group of things, 
animals, or persons. The individual 
members of the group can be 
counted, but the groups are still 
regarded as a whole is generally as 
one unit. Collective nouns are 
recognized in order to maintain 
subject-verb agreement. A collective 
noun is similar to a non-countable 
noun, and is roughly the opposite of 
a countable noun 
flock; jury; committee; class; 
family; police; people; etc. 
 
Traditionally, nouns, as a major word class, fall into two categories: concrete 
nouns and abstract nouns. They are defined as the name of a person, place, or thing, 
which is a bounded physical or concrete entity. This definition seems to exclude 
abstract nouns. Actually, it is difficult to define abstract nouns, and to set a definite 
boundary between abstract nouns and concrete nouns. According to the things and 

















Table 2.2   Common abstract nouns types 
Types Examples 
Emotions / Feelings 
 
Love; hate; anger; peace; pride; 
sympathy; states/attributes; bravery; 
loyalty; honesty; integrity;  compassion; 
charity; success; courage; deceit; skill; 
beauty; brilliance; pain; misery; etc. 
Ideas / Concepts / Ideals 
 
belief; dream; justice; truth; faith; liberty; 
knowledge; thought; information; culture; 
trust; dedication; 
Movements / events / progress education; hospitality; leisure; trouble; 
friendship; relaxation; 
 
Abstract and concrete are usually defined together or in terms of each other. The 
abstract is that which exists only in our minds, that which we cannot know through our 
senses. It includes qualities, relationships, conditions, ideas, theories, states of being 
and the like. “We cannot know a quality such as consistency directly through our 
senses; we can only see or hear about people acting in ways that we come to label 
consistent.” (William,1989:143.) Contrastingly, concrete nouns are people, places, or 
things that we experience with our five senses; the abstract class is the opposite——
we can never experience these nouns according to our senses. If a noun describes 
something you can see, hear, touch, taste, or smell directly, it is not abstract. 
Concrete nouns refer to physical entities that can, in principle at least, be 
observed by at least one of the senses (for instance, chair, apple, fragrance，silk, and 
voice). Abstract nouns, on the other hand, refer to abstract entities that cannot be 
physically interacted with; that is, ideas or concepts (such as justice or hatred). In this 
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While this distinction is sometimes exclusive, some nouns have multiple senses, 
including both concrete and abstract ones; consider, for example, the noun art, which 
usually refers to a concept (e.g., Art is an important element of human culture) but 
which can refer to a specific artwork in certain contexts (e.g., I put my daughter’s art 
up on the fridge). As we can see in the examples, concrete words are those with easily 
accessible images, while abstract words do not have such direct sensory referents and 
corresponding imagery. Therefore, the word meanings are more retrievable for 
concrete than for abstract words. 
Abstract nouns is concise, general and, most importantly, cohesive in the text. 
The frequent occurrences of nouns and nominal groups in scientific discourse can be 
directly connected to the use of unspecific nouns, which need to be decoded in context 
to realize its specific meaning, to create lexical cohesion in the writing. These 
unspecific nouns have been the interest of many studies in the last two decades and the 
focus in the present. In the following, we shall discuss abstract nouns in detail with a 
special emphasis on shell nouns. 
2.1 Formation of Abstract Nouns 
There are three sources that abstract nouns derive from, i.e. verbs, adjectives and 
noun, denoting respectively a process, a property and a concept. For example, the term 
“abstract” originates from:  
1) a verb: to abstract (a process); 
2) an adjective: to be abstract (a property); 
3) and a noun: an abstract, for example, an idea in a article (a concept). 
Abstraction, the corresponding term for abstract, is dually a process of “drawing 
from” a situation and also the concept (abstraction) produced by that process. It has a 
multi-modal meaning as process, property or concept. Thus, traditional grammar 
indicates that abstract nouns can be classified into: behavior abstract noun, property 
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